[Dfiyo] wrote:

....

[HP. HoodedCobra666] wrote:

....

[Adagio //] wrote:

I don't understand your point, since the jews have always had it easier in eastern countries. If anything, jews insisting on the western part of Europe such as France, UK, Germany, and Sweden, proves these are the countries they feel threatens their agenda the most. The USSR was eastern Europe. People calling Swedes pussies is nonsense, no one voted for mass emigration, it was forced on the populace. It takes massive amounts of shekels to keep flooding Europe, are they gonna spend it on Poland?

Stalin had to exterminate half of Russia to consolidate his jewish rule. Does that sound to you like "Jews had it easy in Eastern European countries"? Or does it sound like "These Animalistic Russians Were Literally the USSR"? Do you get half a country to oppose you and be willing to die for such because you are 'Welcome' and you have it 'easy' on said country... Stalin had to exterminate more than 50 to 60 million Russians to be able to sleep at night after they took office.

In the height of the war, he also issued orders that whomever didn't go to fight at the front was to be killed and tortured. This was because nobody really wanted to go to die for the jew. Many people were forced to do it. They didn't do this for their so called "Communist Pride".

Then you have idiots who say Stalin was 'liked' by anyone. Well if you exterminate 50 million people, and half the country of all the people who do NOT like you, I guess all the other people who remain will like you, whether they like it
or not. And then you can write historical forgery on how much of a loved person you were.

Up until centuries ago, the Czarist governments and the monarchies were basically ruining the Jews either by turning a blind eye to them or outright fucking them up. As they were usurious to farmers in remote parts of Russia, and exploitative merchants. Lenin defined his war as a war against the Czarist Russians, which he called the "Old Regime", and he wanted a revenge from the "old regime".

Jews assassinated Czar Alexander the second because they were afraid of him and the monarchies. And the Russians retaliated on the Jews for it. Then the next Czar fucked the Jews further, Alexander the III. This went ongoing up until the point the Jews decided it's either the Czars or them basically. Which was foundational in the beliefs of Lenin and the early Commies. The Jews reached a point where they had to take them down or see their reign finished after a point.

The fear of the Czars was because due to the rise in knowledge and information, the Jews were getting unveiled, and Russia was moving away from the past system of lack of enlightenment. These were reverberations of the French Enlightenment. The book we have on the Protocols of the Elders of Zion was also leaked in Russia. Which shows the Russian authorities were aware of what was going on and what plans the Jews had for the world.

The Jews call this manuscript a 'forgery' as they are deathly afraid of it, and now you have everything in the world as it says in it manifested in plain sight. Why? Because it was truly a guide on how the Jews have to run the world if they get in power and it was never a forgery. This manuscript was of the most important ones in unmasking the Jews, not only back then, but today.

Eastern Europeans have a different approach on such matters and they are more physically 'ready' to assault something they see as hostile to themselves. Stalin made use of this to enslave the rest of the people, and Communism, even if universalist, had to somehow become "Russian" in order to work for the population that still remained alive.

Thing is also many Russians also opposed Stalin or he wouldn't need gulags. But we will never know all the details of this. We just know what happened to them after they were caught. So they pretended it had to do anything with Russians, this "USSR" thing. Which many people tried to further tie in that the Russian was equal to a Communist. Which was fully untrue and propaganda that was political at the time.
The jews have always had a primordial hatred with Russia. When they were discovered for the elements they were, the Russians didn't sit idly, they retaliated on them.

They didn't have it 'easier', that's a false statement. If they did, why did they conspire for 150 years, and kill 60 million Russians, the jew Stalin and his gang, because they had it 'easy'?

Lastly, back then Russia was a reputable military power that was growing into enlightenment similar to other European Countries that were becoming more secular and modernized as time went, by gradual steps. The jews saw where this was going, plus the awakening to the jewish element had long before become a European trend. So when you have fully racially pure monarchies, jew awakening levels never seen centuries before, and a populace who wants to skin you because you are a nasty merchant, what do you do... You fight for your life or lose it.

And they decided to act rather than get kicked out and let Whites go. Part of this retaliation was the sacrifice of half of Europeans in WW1 and WW2, and the gradual sacrifice of more than 50 million Russians for jewish interests.

Jews hate all White countries the same and they are afraid of them for the same reason. They are of White people. They don't care about hue, culture, or individual leanings of each country. They just want to see White people die, get sacrificed, and go extinct. That's simply their outlook on whites. Who it is or under what reasons and causes is only relevant in any given present.
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Reply from [A Forum Member]:

When the Russians conquered the Polish Empire, the Czar ordered the Jews who had it good in the previous government of the Polish Empire exploiting the People, into the Pale settlement and denied them any rights and kept 90 percent of the Jewish race which lived in that region in a major Ghetto state. Later, Czar made the mistake of granting the Jews rights and they repaid him by murdering him. The last Czar of Russia was not the only one murdered by Jews.